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Experimental Investigation of CO2 Condensation Process 
Using Cryogen 

Cheonkyu Lee, Junghyun Yoo, Jisung Lee, Hana Park and Sangkwon Jeong 

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Daejeon 305-701, Korea 

Abstract. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is one of the dominant gas molecules that causes greenhouse effect, i.e. global warming. 
Numerous studies have been carried out to regulate the emission of CO2 to reduce greenhouse gas. The liquid CO2 is a 
convenient form of transportation compared to high-pressurized gaseous CO2. Therefore, the direct liquefaction 
mechanism of CO2 at low temperature draws technical attention recently. In particular, cold thermal energy of Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) could be a candidate to condense gaseous CO2, especially in the LNG powered ship. In this paper, the 
detailed direct condensation process of CO2 using LN2 with intermittent solidification is investigated. Pressurized CO2 at 
600 kPa is directly liquefied in a vessel by liquid nitrogen which is supplied into the coiled tube heat exchanger inside the 
CO2 vessel. The heat exchanger temperature is controlled from 130 K to 205 K to regulate the solidification and 
sublimation of CO2 by duty control with cryogenic solenoid valve. The characteristics of CO2 condensation process with 
cryogen are analyzed from the measurement results. The results show that the solidification causes the significant 
degradation of CO2 condensation heat transfer. Finally, the condensation rate with and without solidification is compared. 

Keywords: CO2, cryogenic flow control, condensation heat transfer, solidification.

INTRODUCTION

For mankind, climate change such as El Nino and La Nina is seen as the most important environmental challenge 
over the world. This challenge is caused by Green House Gases (GHG); for example carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous 
oxide, water vapor etc. The CO2 has received great attention in recent years due to its characteristics of GHG, which 
is a major cause of the greenhouse effect[1]. Therefore, GHG is treated many ways in order to reduce its emission. 
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is the most important research field related to the reduction of GHG emission, 
and these studies are especially focused on the CO2 treatment.  

Main objective of CCS is to stabilize the GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at the safe levels. This technique 
was mentioned in Kyoto agreement[1]. CCS is divided into three main branches; extraction of CO2 from air or flue 
gas (CO2 sequestration), transportation of the concentrated CO2 to storage area (CO2 transportation), and saving the 
collected CO2 into deep saline aquifer, underground oil or gas storage site (CO2 storage) [2].  

In the field of CO2 transportation, the shipment transportation technique has various advantages such as flexible 
carriage and adjustable transport bounds. The CO2 can be transported as a compressed gas, a supercritical fluid or a 
condensed liquid in the industrial applications. The pressure of each state is up to 5000 kPa for compressed gas, 
7370 kPa for supercritical fluid and 6700 kPa for condensed liquid. Their densities are 128.4 kg/m3, 727.8 kg/m3 and 
1029.4 kg/m3 at 300 K, respectively[3]. Accordingly, liquid CO2 (LCO2) has 8 times and 1.4 times higher density 
compared to the compressed CO2 and the supercritical fluid at room temperature condition. Liquid state is, therefore, 
regarded as the best phase in GHG transportation technique. To develop the liquid state however, a temperature 
lower than 250 K is required due to condensation of LCO2 approximately at the pressure between 520 kPa and 1780 
kPa[3]. This demand should require thermal insulation and energy consumption for liquefying process of CO2 [2].  

For the purpose of handling CO2 economically on the LNG carrier which applied the CCS technology, cooling 
down CO2 with available cryogenic fluid such as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is a good candidate. The normal 
boiling point of LNG is 112 K therefore, it could liquefy CO2 directly[3]. Natural gas is frequently used in gaseous 
state rather than in liquid state, therefore, LNG must be evaporated in many industrial cases. This evaporation 
process of LNG can be applied to condensate CO2. However, the low temperature which is lower than the 
sublimation temperature of CO2 may cause the solidification of CO2 at the heat exchanger, during the liquefaction 
process. This solidification results in the degradation of heat transfer performance at the heat exchange area. There 
are many studies regarding to the solidification, however, there are less research regarding to liquefaction of CO2.
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus of CO2 condensation  

Firstly, Song et al [4] researched the CO2 capture system based on Stirling coolers, but their research mainly 
conducted the sublimation of CO2 and separation between CO2 and water vapor. Secondly, Son et al[5] researched 
the condensation heat transfer characteristics of LCO2 in the channel flow, but didn’t mention about the 
condensation with solidification of CO2. As the case trends, the direct condensation process of CO2 with 
solidification has not been focused on many researchers due to lack of usage.

This paper presents the research results of direct CO2 condensation process with intermittent solidification using 
cryogen (e.g. LN2) supply control. The acquisition ratio (Liquid CO2 acquisition rate / cryogen supply rate) will be 
considered for various cryogen supply temperature condition by the control of cryogen mass flow rate. Also, the 
cryogen supplying method with duty control of the solenoid valve will be discussed.  

METHODOLOGY

Experimental Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus consists of cryogen coil, thermally insulated pressurized vessel and measurement 
instrumentation as shown in FIGURE 1. A copper tube is constructed as a coil inside the vessel of CO2. The 
geometry of the cryogen coil is a diameter of 30 mm and thickness is 320 mm. The coil is wounded seven turns. 
Total tube length of cryogen coil is 1 m and the diameter is 3.175 mm (1/8 ). The coil was brazed on the top flange 
of the pressurized vessel as shown in FIGURE 2. The pressurized vessel has an inner diameter of 40 mm and a 
height of 400 mm. The vessel is sealed with a double layer indium wire. This vessel holds the inside pressure up to 
2000 kPa and the inside temperature below 130 K with moderate insulation method[6]. 

The measurement system is located at the inlet and the outlet of the cryogen coil and the pressurized vessel. 
Lakeshore’s DT-670-SD silicon diode temperature sensors are attached at the inlet and outlet of the cryogen coil and 
at the end of the CO2 inlet and outlet tube of pressurized vessel. 

GP:50’s model 242 pressure transducers and Sensotec’s model FPA pressure transducers are installed to measure 
the pressure at the inlet and the outlet of the coil and the vessel. The mass flow rate of cryogen is measured by 
Bronkhorst’s series M55C5I flow controller with the calibrated range of 10 g/s. Mass flow rates of CO2 inlet and 
that of LCO2 outlet are measured by Bronkhorst’s series F-203AV mass flow controller and Bronkhorst’s series 
M55C5I flow controller, respectively. Tektronix’s model CFG280 function generator is applied to control the 
cryogenic solenoid valve. The signal is controlled with frequency of 1 Hz and 2 Hz. The duty of the solenoid valve 
installed at the LN2 inlet is regulated 50%. Sintek Korea’s STH12C08 series cryogenic solenoid valves are installed 
at the outlet of LCO2 and the inlet of cryogen to control the flow. National instrument’s NI-USB-6343 data 
acquisition system and Lakeshore’s 218 temperature monitor employed to collect the whole experimental data in 
every 0.5s. Because of the non-transparency of the pressurized vessel, the level of CO2 is measured by Quantum 
Design’s liquid level sensor which is calibrated with LN2. This signal from sensor will be converted into the level of 
LCO2 with the different dielectric constant between LN2 and LCO2.
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Experimental Procedure 

Before the experiment, the pressurized vessel is filled with CO2 and the following steps are executed for each 
experiment: 

(1) Close the LCO2 outlet and pressurize the vessel with gaseous CO2 approximately 600 kPa. 
(2) Regulate the pressure of cryogen around 500 kPa for mass flow control. 
(3) Turn on the valve of the cryogen supply. Feed the cryogen into the cryogen coil. 
(4) Maintain the pressure of CO2 approximately 600 kPa when the pressure of CO2 decreases by condensation. 

When LCO2 appears at the bottom of vessel, the experimental procedure is progressed by the following 
procedure:  

(1) Control the mass flow rate of cryogen (continuous, on/off duty control by 1 Hz or 2 Hz). 
(2) Wait to reach 60% of LCO2 level. 
(3) Open the valve at the outlet of LCO2 when the level of LCO2 reaches above 60%. 
(4) Close the valve at the outlet of LCO2 and restart the experiment when the level of LCO2 reaches about 0%. 
The pressure of the vessel is steadily regulated in the whole experimental period. The experimental result 

measured the level of LCO2, pressure, temperature and mass flow rate distribution of each section. 

Analysis of CO2 Condensation 

The pressure of the vessel is maintained as steady 600 kPa. The collected experimental data indicates the 
thermodynamic states of inlet and outlet of cryogen and CO2 during the CO2 liquefaction of process. The energy 
balance can be applied between the inlet and the outlet as eq.(1)[7]. 

2 2N CO ingressE E QΔ = Δ +

( ) ( )
2 2 2 2 2N N out,N in,N N 4 3E m i i m i iΔ = − = −                                          (1) 

2 2 2 2 2CO LCO fg,CO CO ,in in,COE m i m iΔ = −
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FIGURE 2. Photograph of the experimental apparatus 
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  where 
2Nm ,

2LCOm ,
2CO ,inm  are the mass flow rate of the cryogen, the condensation rate of LCO2, and the 

mass flow rate of gaseous CO2 inlet, respectively. Acquisition rate of LCO2 is calculated by the change of liquid 
level signal measured by liquid level sensor. The enthalpy ini and outi  are determined by the measured mass flow 
rates and temperature of each position. Therefore, enthalpy difference of CO2 which included the condensation of 
CO2 is compared with enthalpy difference of the cryogen to confirm the validation.  

The acquisition ratio of CO2 for unit cryogen supply rates of the experiment is calculated as follows: 
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where the 
2L,COρ is the liquid density of CO2, CA is the cross sectional area of pressurized vessel, ih , it  are the 

liquid level height and measuring time of point 1, 2, respectively. 
The acquisition ratio is primarily concerned along the temperature because this factor shows the efficiency of 

condensation mechanism with intermittent solidification. It is important to consider the lowest temperature of 
cryogen (T3) because the solidification effect of CO2 is changed by the temperature of cryogen inlet. 
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FIGURE 3. Experimental results of typical CO2 condensation experiments of (a) temperature and level variation, (b) pressure 
and mass flow rate, (c) LCO2 acquisition rate and level variation and (d) energy conservation and error distribution 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Experimental results of CO2 condensation  

The experimental results for typical condensation experiment is shown in FIGURE 3.  Cryogen supplied into the 
cryogen coil with the controlled mass flow rate to adjust the temperature between 130 K and 210 K at the inlet of 
cryogen (T3). The pressure of CO2 in the pressurized vessel was maintained approximately 600 kPa. The level of 
LCO2 was gradually increased, and the condensation rate is calculated by this level change.  

The temperature of normal sublimation point of CO2 is 196 K. Thus, CO2 can be condensed with intermittent 
solidification below the temperature of 196 K. By this characteristics of CO2, when the temperature of cryogen coil 
drops below 196 K, solid CO2 is expected to form on the cryogen coil and grow over the heat exchange area. Since 
this solid region may prevent the heat exchange process between cryogen and CO2, the significant drop of CO2
acquisition rate occurs. Accordingly, the inlet temperature of cryogen is to be controlled from 130 K to 210 K to 
understand the degradation mechanism of condensation rate by solidification quantitatively.  

Acquisition ratio for various temperature condition of cryogen 

The acquisition ratio of CO2 for various temperature is shown in FIGURE 4. The temperature of horizontal axis 
is the lowest temperature of cryogen coil (T3). Horizontal error bar at each point indicates the variation of the 
cryogen coil temperature. Vertical error bar shows the acquisition rate variation from the experimental results. The 
experimental result shows a poor condensation rate when the supply temperature of cryogen (T3) is below 145 K. 
This temperature range creates solid CO2 which is implied by the level variation in FIGURE 5 (a). The level of 
LCO2 is almost constant when the mass flow rate of LCO2 outlet is obtained approximately 0.8 g/s. This results 
explained that the considerable amount of solid CO2 is attached at the cryogen coil. Furthermore, the solid CO2
could reduce heat transfer between cryogen and gaseous CO2 because the concentrated bulk solid of CO2 would be 
developed. This phenomenon of heat transfer blocking was investigated by Tahavvor and Yaghoubi[8] with frost 
formation of humid air at the cold surface. By this research, the densified and bulk of solid CO2 grows at the 
cryogen coil. The porous solid CO2 at the surface interrupted the heat transfer between cold surface and CO2 as 
shown at the temperature region below 145 K. 

On the other hand, a high acquisition rate of CO2 was achieved at the temperature range between 145 K and 165 
K. This temperature region was achieved 2 times higher acquisition ratio compared to the pure condensation 
temperature region. By the temperature measurement, some solid CO2 was developed at the heat exchange area but 
this solid CO2 would be vanished by the liquid state of CO2. The result explains that the enhancement of 
condensation heat transfer is appeared by intermittent solidification. This enhancement is considered as the 
improvement of condensation heat transfer characteristics at the growth of ice columns period which mentioned in 
early period of the frost formation with cold surface[8]. 

Above the normal sublimation point of CO2, the acquisition rate was decreased. The temperature region between 
195 K and 210 K was the region of pure LCO2 because the saturated temperature of CO2 at 600 kPa is 212 K. This 
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FIGURE 4. CO2 acquisition ratio (acquisition rate divided by cryogen supply rate) for various temperature 
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result is obviously verified because the heat transfer between LCO2 (T2) and cryogen (T3) is decreased dramatically 
due to the approaching of the temperature between the fluids.   

These results show the existence of optimum temperature which can get a large condensation rate of CO2. This 
optimum condensation temperature for CO2 appears between 145 K and 165 K. Also, the experimental results 
suggest that using large amount of cryogen below the sublimation temperature cannot guarantee high condensation 
rate of CO2 due to solidification effect.

Cryogen supply with duty cycle by cryogenic solenoid valve  

To control the inlet temperature of cryogen coil (T3), the mass flow rate of cryogen is regulated into 2-ways. 
Firstly, the mass flow controller at the outlet of cryogen coil is applied to regulate appropriate mass flow rate of the 
LN2. Secondly, on/off duty control of cryogenic solenoid valve at the inlet of the cryogen coil is employed to control 
the temperature of the coil. FIGURE 6 shows the 2 types of method to regulate the supply rate of cryogen from a 
180 L sized cryogenic fluid storage tank. The experimental results of pressure and mass flow rate variation for 
continuous flow of cryogen is shown in FIGURE 6(a) and those of the duty controlled flow is shown in FIGURE 
6(b). The variation of the mass flow rate for continuous flow appears as 0.57 g/s (approximately 28.5% variation), 
however, that of the discontinuous flow with frequency of 2 Hz is 0.02 g/s (approximately 2.5% variation). The 
same experimental results are obtained at the same averaged mass flow rate of duty control method and continuous 
method. The experimental results shown in FIGURE 4 contains both results made by the 2-types of cryogenic flow 
control method, i.e. continuous flow and duty controlled flow. The duty controlled flow has low oscillation of mass 
flow rate, and the complex tendency of cryogenic fluid flow does not appeared in this flow.
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FIGURE 6. Experimental results of pressure and mass flow rate distribution from the 180 L cryogenic fluid storage tank for 
(a) continuous flow and (b) duty control with cryogenic solenoid valve with the frequency of 2 Hz 
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FIGURE 5. Experimental results for solid CO2 existence (a) temperature and level variation and (b) pressure and mass flow 
rate change 
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CONCLUSION 

In this research paper, the direct condensation of CO2 with intermittent solidification using cryogen is discussed 
and summarized as follows. 

There is an optimum temperature to obtain the best condensation ratio for CO2.
Intermittent solidification at the condensation heat transfer will be helpful to enhance the acquisition rate of CO2.
Duty control of cryogenic flow can suppress 2-phase flow fluctuation characteristics in the cryogenic supply line. 

The temperature range between 145 K and 165 K provides the higher acquisition ratio of LCO2 than those of the 
other temperature region. This result explains that the intermittent solidification can enhance the condensation effect 
however, excessive solidification can block the heat transfer in condensation process. As a result, the temperature 
region between 145 K and 165 K is an economical region for direct CO2 condensation by the cryogen flow.  

Cryogenic flow in a pipe from a moderately sized cryogenic fluid storage tank has a severe fluctuation of mass 
flow rate and pressure due to complex phenomenon of 2-phase flow. Duty-controlled cryogenic flow can be a good 
solution to reduce this fluctuation. The fluctuation percentage of mass flow rate of the continuous two-phase flow 
experiment appears approximately 28.7%, and that of the duty-controlled flow approximately 2.5%.  
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